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A significant historical limitation of planning and scheduling technologies is that

they tend to be designed as batch-oriented solution generators, in which users

can’t directly guide solution development. Instead, they attempt to achieve desired results

indirectly by manipulating system inputs. This user-interaction model and system design

perspective is at odds with the characteristics of most
practical domains, where requirements, capabilities,
and plans evolve incrementally and in parallel over
time, and users invariably possess knowledge that
should override aspects of system models. Further-
more, the need for reassessment and revision con-
tinues as the plan executes and results deviate from
expectations.

In practice, planning and resource management is
fundamentally an iterative process, and attempting
to support this process with a batch-oriented solver
results in an awkward, indirect, and inherently inef-
ficient problem-solving cycle. Comirem (Continu-
ous, Mixed-Initiative Resource Management) is an
“intelligent form” for resource management that’s
designed to more directly match the iterative, user-
centered nature of planning and scheduling in prac-
tical domains. In this article, we provide an overview
of the current Comirem system.

System fundamentals
Comirem implements a user-centered approach to

scheduling and resource allocation on the basis of
three basic principles:

• Users will want to make planning and resource
allocation decisions at different levels of detail in
different circumstances and correspondingly del-
egate more or less decision-making responsibil-
ity to system processes in different contexts.

• Abstract domain models, coupled with graphical
visualization, can provide an effective basis for

communicating decision impact and proposing
decision options.

• Incremental, adaptive problem-solving capabili-
ties, which attempt to localize change whenever
possible and appropriate, are central to maintain-
ing continuity in the planning and resource man-
agement process.

These principles are used to provide a variety of tools
for mixed-initiative resource allocation, feasibility
checking, resource tracking, and conflict resolution.

Comirem promotes a graphical, spreadsheet-like
model of user-system interaction. The user interacts
with the system through Web-based forms that com-
bine visual displays of the current plan and planning
state with form-based editing capabilities so that the
user can manipulate aspects of the solution and solu-
tion state. The user can opportunistically constrain,
refine, and revise resource assignment decisions
associated with various elements of the plan as infor-
mation becomes available, as specific planning
choices become apparent, as execution results dic-
tate, or as circumstances otherwise warrant. When a
user takes any action, the system computes conse-
quences and updates interactive forms accordingly.

Comirem provides a range of support for user-
driven resource management. At any point during
planning, the system computes and maintains a basic
set of resource allocation options for any task in the
plan. As the user adjusts task requirements and
resource capabilities, or as the user makes specific
resource assignments, the system applies underlying
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time and resource propagation techniques to
update the feasible options for other tasks.
This update identifies forced decisions and
detects infeasible solutions. The user can
invoke an automated scheduler to establish a
plan’s overall resource feasibility, and can
couple this capability with an undo mecha-
nism to explore the consequences of various
requirement and resource availability changes.
All interaction with the system is in terms of
a high-level domain model, which shields the
user from the details of the system’s underly-
ing search model.

We developed Comirem as part of DARPA’s
Active Templates Program. The system has
been applied initially to the domain of Special
Operations Forces planning, which is typi-
fied by very short advance notice. So, users
must manage resources such as transporta-
tion assets, task forces, and equipment—each
with nontrivial availability and usage con-
straints—under significantly stressful and
time-pressured circumstances. Comirem rep-
resents a first attempt to provide an integrated
framework for SOF resource management,
which is a largely manual process. We’ve
demonstrated and evaluated the current pro-
totype using plans that SOF subject matter
experts developed, and iterative feedback from
these individuals has driven its evolution to
date. Currently, the SOF-planning user com-
munity is further evaluating the prototype.

From a research perspective, we view SOF
planning as a representative problem domain.
Comirem is designed to allow input of other
planning and scheduling domain models and
is applicable to a broad class of resource
management applications.

Representational primitives
In Comirem, the user specifies a domain

model using the Ozone scheduling domain
ontology, which allows a user-interpretable
description of an application domain to be
mapped to application system functionalities.1

The Ozone ontology expresses domains in
terms of resources, activities, and constraints.
Semantically, an activity describes a particu-
lar task whose performance typically requires
the use of one or more resources for some time
period. Both activities and resources are gov-
erned by a set of constraints, which impose
restrictions on when activities can execute,
what resources can be assigned, and when
resources are available for assignment. Using
the ontology, Comirem provides predefined
sets of activity types, resource types, and con-
straint types as representational primitives. A

user specifies a domain by specializing (as
appropriate) these predefined sets and then
specifying instances of each to formulate the
set of available resources, the set of activities
that make up the input plan, and associated
constraints. The user then encodes these sys-
tem inputs using an XML specification.

Resources
Comirem supports the definition of both

stationary and mobile resources. Use of sta-
tionary resources, such as bases and airstrips,
is strictly a function of their capability to
accommodate various tasks. Mobile resources
are more complex. In the case of a transport
vehicle, use depends not only on the resource’s
capability to support a given task but also on
such additional factors as capacity, speed,
and location. In other cases, such as person-
nel, use can occur at different locations but
might require transport in between. Resources
can also be grouped into higher-level aggre-
gate resources, such as military task forces,
to perform activities as a single entity for
some period of time.

Activities
Comirem provides two basic activity types

for specifying plan elements: moves from one
location to another and events occurring at a
single location. Both types of activities can
require resources to execute; moves typically
require mobile resources, whereas events can
require any type of resource. Additionally,
activities impose a number of resource allo-
cation constraints:

• Capability/resource requirements desig-
nate the types of resources that might alter-
natively be used to support the activity,
expressed either in terms of high-level
capabilities (for example, light transport
and close air support) or specific resource
types (for example, rotor, fixed-wing, MH-
47, and C-130).

• Duration is specified either as a range, a
single fixed time value, or as a function of
speed and distance (in the case of moves)
that dictates how long the activity will take.

• A manifest is specified in terms of com-
mon cargo and passenger types and quan-
tities, indicating the activity’s capacity
requirement.

The user specifies a plan for input into
Comirem as a set of activities together with
an associated set of temporal constraints,
which we’ll discuss in a moment. These user-
level input activities might imply more com-
plex hierarchies of subactivities. For exam-
ple, a transport activity involving an aircraft
might consist of positioning and deposition-
ing flights, load and unload steps, and the
actual cargo movement between the origin
and destination.

Comirem provides a facility for defining
new aggregate activity types that specify how
to expand an activity of this type into a net-
work of subactivities, with each subactivity
possibly specifying its own requirements and
imposing its own resource use constraints
(see Figure 1). Once a set of aggregate types
has been specified for a given domain, the
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Figure 1. An aggregate activity type and its network of subactivities. Comirem
provides an enhanced facility for defining new aggregate activity types.



user interacts strictly with the plan’s user-
level elements, and Comirem manages their
corresponding expansions.

Within a plan, a sequence of activities
might require the same set of resources. For
example, a military task force might be con-
figured with a specific set of vehicles to per-
form a specific multistage operation. Such
activity sequences can be specified collec-
tively as threads in Comirem. Threads define
a local context in which a group of activities
can share a set of resources. When the user
assigns resources to a thread, they’re avail-
able exclusively to the activities that consti-
tute the thread.

Constraints
Comirem provides the ability to specify

temporal relationships between activities
(and by extension, threads) using three kinds
of constraints. To support relative sequenc-
ing of activities, Comirem implements a set
of canonical binary temporal relations, such
as before and after, same-start and same-finish, over-
laps, and contains. These relations enforce
sequencing rules while attempting to pre-
serve flexibility in the time bounds of con-
strained activities.

To achieve tighter synchronization of
activities, Comirem provides reference hour
(ref-hour) constraints for linking sets of
activities to a relative date, which the user
can assign to a particular point in time and
shift as necessary. This capability is ideal for
defining the N-Hour (notification hour) and
H-Hour (zero hour) synchronization points
typically used in military plans. The user can
link an activity to a ref-hour by either its start
or finish time, or both. These links define
what we call the preferred start and finish
times for the activity.

Each ref-hour maintains its own flexible
time window (defined by upper- and lower-
bound offsets from the ref-hour’s time point),
which establishes a “level of precision” with
respect to the synchronization of activities
(the default is three minutes). If the preferred
start and finish times of linked activities
occur within this level of precision as execu-
tion unfolds, a plan is considered to be exe-
cuting as planned.

Anchoring constraints introduce lower and
upper bounds on the start and finish times of
activities, for defining not-earlier-than (that
is, NET or EST/EFT) and not-later-than (NLT
or LST/LFT) temporal relations. Release
dates and due dates are typical anchors: a
release date imposes an EST constraint on

the initial activities in a plan, while a due date
imposes an LFT constraint on the final activ-
ities in a plan.

Constraint management
capabilities

Comirem takes a flexible-times approach
to allocating resources to activities over time.
Activities in the plan may float within the
time bounds that current problem constraints
permit, and the feasibility of various resource
assignments is ensured by sequencing any
pair of activities that’s assigned the same
resource. Contrast this approach with that of
most current scheduling tools, which ensure
resource feasibility by assigning fixed start
and end times when allocating resources to

activities.2 Fixed-time scheduling can sim-
plify the enforcement of various resource-
use constraints, but it also generally implies
considerable overcommitment. Flexible-
times scheduling, on the other hand, retains
greater flexibility. At both the plan develop-
ment and plan execution stages, this mini-
mizes the need for change.

Managing temporal constraints
Within this flexible-times framework, tem-

poral constraint propagation and consistency
enforcement is achieved by encoding various
elements of the plan as a Simple Temporal
Problem constraint network3 and applying
an incremental STP constraint network solver.
Briefly, temporal constraints are represented
in an underlying graph G <N, E>, where
nodes in N represent time points, and edges
in E are distances (labeled as [lower bound,
upper bound] pairs) between the time points
in N. A special time point, called calendar
zero, grounds the network and has the value
0. The network maintains lower and upper

bounds on the time points by propagating the
bounds on the distances of the edges.

Activities, anchors, and temporal-sequencing
constraints are uniformly represented as tem-
poral constraints (edges) between relevant
start- and end-time points. As the system
enforces planning and scheduling decisions,
generally either new constraints are intro-
duced into the network (for example, two
activities are sequenced as a result of being
assigned the same resource) or existing con-
straints are adjusted (for example, when an
activity’s duration changes as the result of
assigning a different type of resource, or an
anchor is modified). In either case, constraint
propagation updates the bounds of the affected
nodes and checks for cycles in the resulting
network. The lack of a cycle ensures contin-
ued temporal feasibility. Otherwise, the sys-
tem has detected a conflict, and backtracking
or some amount of constraint relaxation is
necessary.

Managing resource constraints
A temporally feasible plan isn’t necessar-

ily resource feasible. As we indicated previ-
ously, basic resource feasibility is maintained
by enforcing a disjunctive constraint on the
execution of any two activities using the
same resource. If two such activities would
otherwise have potentially overlapping exe-
cution windows, preservation of feasibility
requires that an explicit sequencing con-
straint be introduced between them. For an
activity requiring several resources, this can
imply several distinct links. Comirem pro-
vides many more specialized resource con-
straint management techniques, aimed at sat-
isfying additional resource use constraints.

Resource location. To support a given move
activity, a resource must be at the activity’s
origin location at its start and will be at the
destination location at its finish. Depending
on the resource’s location prior to its alloca-
tion to this activity, a supporting positioning
activity might be necessary, and depending
on its subsequent obligations, depositioning
might likewise be necessary. As discussed
earlier, a move activity expansion typically
includes provisions for such derivative activ-
ities. As the system executes a given resource
assignment, it automatically enforces loca-
tion constraints by appropriately adjusting
relevant duration constraints.

Resource carrying capacity. Mobile resources
have a carrying capacity that limits how
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much cargo they can transport on any given
trip. So, a given move activity might require
multiple resources (and multiple trips) to
accommodate the quantity its manifest des-
ignates. When the user or the system allo-
cates resources of a given type to a given
activity, sibling activity networks are auto-
matically created and instantiated to corre-
spond with each required trip. Depending on
the number of resources actually available,
these trips might occur in multiple waves,
with some resources being reused.

Mixed-initiative resource
management

The Comirem constraint management and
scheduling infrastructure we described in the
previous section provides the basis for a range
of interactive and semiautomated resource-
management capabilities. As we mentioned,
we designed Comirem to provide a graphical,
spreadsheet-style model of user-system inter-
action in which the user opportunistically
manipulates various planning and plan data
and the consequences of user changes (for
example, updated sets of decision options,
and instantiation of implied derivative-activ-
ity networks) are made apparent. The user can
selectively employ more automated capabil-
ities, such as requesting resource feasibility
checking and autoscheduling for larger frag-
ments of the developing plan. In such a case,
the resulting “propagation of effects” of a user
action can be significant and might involve
heuristic choice. Also following the spread-
sheet metaphor, the user can change her mind
at any point, retract one or more prior actions,
and resume the planning process in another
direction.

Comirem’s current planning focus is
assigning resources to a (possibly evolving)
plan and then managing these assignments
as the plan’s execution moves forward. As we
indicated earlier, input to the system takes
the form of a set of user-level activities and
constraints, which collectively specify the
actions needed to accomplish certain end
goals for a given scenario. A typical SOF
plan can involve upwards of 100 or so activ-
ities comprising multiple synchronized mis-
sion threads to achieve a set of military objec-
tives. Such objectives include reconnaissance
and surveillance, covert and overt offensive
actions on targets and forces in enemy-held
or controlled environments, and capture and
recovery of personnel and material.

Figure 2 gives a simple example of the type
of problem of interest, graphically depicting a

plan for evacuating citizens from an embassy
in a foreign capital. Figure 3 shows the same
plan from an activity-centered perspective.
Following an initial staging activity, the
Embassy-Rescue plan consists basically of three
parallel threads: one aimed at securing a local
airport for eventual extraction (Seize-Airport),
one concerned with blocking the advance of
hostile forces to the airport (Defend-Bridge), and

one aimed at transferring citizens from the
embassy, where they’ve congregated, to the
airport (Evacuate-Embassy). Once at the airport,
everyone is flown home.

Several activities in this plan, specifically
the moves, require various transport and
combat capabilities. Input constraints also
specify initial assumptions concerning the
locations and availability of various air and
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land assets. Additionally, each thread pre-
sumes an independent task force, which must
be configured from available personnel.
Starting from the initial plan, Comirem helps
the user allocate resources to input activities.
In cases where feasible assignment entails
the expansion of user-level activities and
establishment of appropriate enabling con-
ditions (such as for positioning an aircraft
where it’s needed), Comirem solves such
planning subproblems dynamically and auto-
matically as specific resource assignments
are considered. If the overall process is suc-
cessful, the result is a detailed plan in which
each activity is assigned the resources it
requires and is designated to execute in a
specified finite time interval.

Using the Embassy-Rescue plan as a reference,
we’ll summarize Comirem’s key functional
capabilities for intelligently helping the user
address such resource allocation problems.

Interactive planning and 
resource allocation

The problem at the planning process’s ear-
lier stages is reconciling an input concept of
operations, represented as a set of interrelated
activities, with a heterogeneous set of avail-
able resources. Activities specify required
capabilities, which one or more types of avail-
able resources might provide.

Figure 4 shows Embassy-Rescue as presented
by the Web-browser-based Comirem GUI. It
presents a “vector” display of the plan, in
which the background horizontal bars repre-
sent locations over time, diagonal lines rep-
resent moves from place to place, and hori-
zontal lines represent events at a location.
Given this input state, Comirem provides the
following support for refining and sourcing
a given plan.

Option generation. For each unassigned

activity in the plan, Comirem maintains the
current set of feasible allocation options. Fig-
ure 5 shows the situation for the initial posi-
tion-for-insertion activity. The two feasible
choices are three MH-47 helicopters or nine
MH-60 helicopters. The numbers required
reflect the number of troops in assigned task
forces Alpha and Bravo that must be trans-
ported and the respective assets’ carrying
capacities; the durations given reflect the
number of resources available, their speed,
and their locations.

Visualization of decision impact.As the user
elects to commit to a given option, the plan
reflects the assignment’s impact. Figure 6a,
for example, shows the MH-47 assign-
ment—three helicopters will fly in tandem.
Because these assets are initially based at
home-station, a positioning flight is unneces-
sary; however, a depositioning flight is nec-
essary (recall Figure 1). Figure 6b shows the
impact of alternatively choosing the MH-
60s. In this case, availability constraints force
the activity to be performed in two waves of
seven and two trips (hence the significantly
longer duration). The utilization displays for
both options (Figure 6c) make this clear.
Other visual cues provide information about
the constrainedness of the current planning
search space. The user can recolor the vector
display to indicate decision criticality (a
function of how many resource assignment
options remain). Similarly, the user can tog-
gle the display to show the degree of tempo-
ral flexibility associated with different activ-
ities; Figure 6 shows the earliest execution
interval of position-for-insertion.

Requirements and capabilities editing.
The user can edit activity attributes to alter
the constraints. Figure 5 shows the resource
requirements for position-for-insertion. The activ-
ity requires a light-transport capability, which
maps to either of the aforementioned heli-
copter types. Through selection in this display,
the user is free to adjust these requirements,
specifying either alternative or additional
capabilities or platforms that might be viable.
Any adjustments result in a corresponding
update of feasible options. Other timing con-
straints on activities, such as deadlines or syn-
chronization points, can similarly be manipu-
lated to expand or restrict the set of options.

The user can similarly manipulate resource
attributes to vary basic problem assumptions.
For example, the numbers of resources avail-
able and their initial locations can be revised
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Figure 4. An annotated Comirem GUI “vector” display of the Embassy-Rescue plan showing
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Figure 5. Option generation and selection for the position-for-insertion activity.



to evaluate an alternative deployment’s con-
sequences. Figure 7a shows an editing action
to introduce the constraint that only one air-
craft can be on the ground at a time at the stag-
ing-area location—the maximum-on-ground
constraint; it had previously been specified
as unconstrained. Figure 7b shows the con-
sequence on position-for-insertion: the three MH-
47 flights now must unload in a staggered
fashion.

Automated assignment and feasibility. The
user can selectively rely more on system
decision procedures. For any selected set of
unassigned activities in the plan, the user can
invoke an underlying automatic scheduler to
generate a feasible assignment. This action
constitutes a check of the plan’s overall re-
source feasibility, respecting whatever deci-
sions have previously been made.

What-if analysis. As implied by much of the
previous discussion, most constraints and
planning decisions are pliable through the
interface to allow general exploration of the
problem and solution space. Comirem pro-
vides a general ability to undo any user-level
action or sequence of actions previously taken.
Coupled with the capabilities described in this
section, this mechanism provides a flexible,
open-ended framework for what-if analysis.

Resource configuration
A drag-and-drop interface (see Figure 8)

provides complementary capabilities for inter-
actively configuring aggregate resources (task
forces in our Embassy-Rescue scenario) from more
primitive resource objects (in this case, indi-
vidual personnel). As the user adds a resource
to an aggregate under development, the sys-
tem checks basic availability constraints.
When the user assigns an aggregate resource
to an activity (or to a larger thread of activi-
ties), this resource and all of its constituents
become otherwise unavailable for allocation
over the period that the activity or thread exe-
cutes. So, just as when the user or the system
allocates primitive resources, the potential
addition of a resource to an aggregate resource
or the potential assignment of an aggregate
resource to a thread might be infeasible owing
to prior commitments or, likewise, might
require additional sequencing of competing
activities in the plan.

Conflict analysis and user-oriented
explanation

User acceptance of system decisions in

successful problem-solving episodes, and
effective user involvement in circumstances
where a system reaches a problem-solving
impasse, both require that a system be com-
prehensible. This requirement, in turn,
implies that a system be capable of explain-
ing its decisions in user-understandable
terms. Our previous work has argued for the
use of a scheduling domain ontology as a
basis for translating user problem specifica-
tions into internal system models.1 Recent
work with Comirem has focused on a com-
plementary use of a domain ontology to
compute user-oriented explanations of sys-
tem decisions and conflicts.4 The central idea

is to use Comirem domain ontology knowl-
edge to 

• compute the set of user-relevant and
manipulable constraints that form an
explanation,

• identify various constraint-relaxation
options that the user might consider to
resolve a conflict, and 

• provide content for generating user-under-
standable explanations of conflicts and
possible resolution actions.

Figure 9 illustrates a duration conflict and
shows Comirem’s response in a situation
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where it has detected that completing an activ-
ity by its imposed deadline is impossible if the
assigned resource is used. In this case, knowl-
edge that relates temporal constraints in the
underlying STP constraint network to various
domain-level constructs (for example, activ-
ity and relation types) is used to filter the set of
constraints the system finds to be in conflict
by the temporal constraint propagator and to
identify the subset that’s user manipulable.
Once the system identifies this subset of con-
straints, it uses knowledge associated with cor-
responding domain entities to propose possi-
ble constraint relaxation options. The user can
then choose from this set of proposed options.

Principles of mixed-initiative
planning and scheduling

The Comirem planner’s design reflects
several basic principles that we believe are
fundamental to effective human-computer
interaction in practical planning domains.
(See the sidebar for related work in interac-
tive planning.)

Adjustable decision-making
autonomy

One key to effective practical planning is
a decision-making process that allows the
degree of automation to vary according to
the problem-solving context and user pref-
erence. The Comirem planner lets the user
inject herself into the decision-making
process at different levels of granularity.

At the lowest level, the system takes
responsibility only for proposing and imple-
menting resource assignments for individual
elements or activities in the plan; the user
retains control over resource-assignment
decisions. However, even in this largely man-
ual mode of operation, the system frequently
plays a quite substantial role in determining
the consequences of all relevant constraints
on user allocation decisions (for example, a
move’s overall duration, given that multiple
trips are required and that aircrews must rest
during the move). The user is free to make
specific adjustments to an activity’s resource
requirements (such as adding another aircraft
type to the set of possible allocation options)
or to override specific use constraints (such
as reducing computed duration constraints
on the basis of knowledge of a strong tail
wind) without anticipating interactions with
all other constraints.

In other decision contexts, the user can
delegate increased decision-making scope to
the system. The user might choose to manip-
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ulate constraints associated with larger plan
fragments, such as threads, and request feasi-
bility checking or autoscheduling in response
to assess consequences. At the end of the
automation continuum, the user can request
the construction of a fully sourced plan.
Through iterative generation, retraction, and
adjustment of sets of resource assignments,
system planning and scheduling processes
support collaborative reconciliation of plan-
ning objectives and desired actions with avail-
able resources.

Translation of system models 
and decisions

A second key to effective practical plan-
ning is the system’s ability to communicate
elements of its internal models and solutions
in user-comprehensible terms. Comirem
accomplishes this through a combination of
graphical visualization and model-based
explanation.

As Figures 6 and 7 illustrate, visual dis-
plays compactly convey various decision
implications, such as how many trips are
required if this type of transportation resource
is used, from what location will various
resources be sourced, and what will be the
overall duration of a particular move activity.
They also convey potentially nonobvious
allocation constraints, such as maximum-on-
ground limitations.

In other advice-giving contexts, internal
system representations are mapped to user-
level actions using abstract domain models.
In Figure 9, for example, Comirem’s higher-
level activity resource model lets the system

impose structure on the distance constraints
involved in a cycle that’s been detected in the
temporal-constraint network. That is, the sys-
tem characterizes the constraints as inter-
dependent sets of activity durations, interac-
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Destination

Negative cycle:
140 minutes

Origin

Conflict: Duration(Move with MH-47) > LFT(Move) − EST(Move)

EST (Move) LFT (Move)

EFT (Move:
with MH-60)

EFT (Move:
with MH-47)

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) A duration conflict summary, noting earliest and latest start and finish
times, and (b) its corresponding Comirem-generated resolution options. The user can
override the domain constraints on the basis of deeper strategic information, such as
favorable weather; extend LFT(Move) by 140 minutes to account for the MH-47 
duration constraint; or assign the faster MH-60 resource to Move.

The Comirem effort descends from earlier work with the AMC
Barrel Allocator, a tool for day-to-day allocation of aircraft and
aircrews for the US Air Force that is now part of the operational-
planning system in the Tanker/Airlift Control Center at the USAF
Air Mobility Command.1 Whereas this application focuses on
large-scale problems (thousands of activities) with more narrowly
circumscribed types of allocation constraints, Comirem focuses
on smaller-scale problems (hundreds of activities) with more ill-
structured types of allocation problems. From a system-design
viewpoint, this focus has required a richer domain modeling and
constraint management infrastructure.

Many other recent efforts in interactive planning have also
started to break the mold of trying to integrate with batch-
oriented, systematic planning technologies. TRIPS (Thinking,
Reasoning, and Intelligent Problem Solving) adopts a similar
opportunistic view of plan development and is designed for
use in similar transportation-related planning domains.2

Comirem appears to address a richer class of resource usage
constraints, while TRIPS provides greater generality with respect
to construction of activity networks. PASSAT (Plan Authoring Sys-
tem Based on Sketches, Advice, and Templates) has recently
introduced the concept of plan sketches, which similarly en-
force no strong commitment on the order in which planning

decisions must be made and let the user defer and relax vari-
ous constraints as the plan is being assembled.3 PASSAT however,
has no explicit model of time, and hence deals with a quite dif-
ferent class of planning problems. O-Plan2 is another system
that has long emphasized an opportunistic user-system inter-
action model.4
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tivity precedence relations, and so on. This
structure then provides the basis for identi-
fying and proposing relevant, user-level con-
straint relaxation actions that make sense for
resolving the conflict.

Incremental problem-solving 
procedures

A third key to effective practical planning
is a problem-solving process that promotes
incremental decision making. In complex,
ill-structured planning domains, all relevant
constraints generally aren’t known at the
outset, and those that are can frequently
change as planning and execution pro-
gresses. Hence, planning proceeds with
whatever information is available, decisions
are made on the basis of current informa-
tion, and as additional information becomes

known, conflicting decisions are appropri-
ately revised.

Within such a continuous planning process,
the ability to maintain a sense of problem-
solving continuity with the user is crucial.
In arriving at a given plan or schedule (either
partial or complete), the user has invested
time and energy in understanding, assess-
ing, and validating various component deci-
sions. The introduction of new or changed
constraints shouldn’t arbitrarily result in
wholesale changes to the plan. The system
should instead act to preserve prior decisions
wherever possible and meaningful. We
designed the Comirem planning framework
with an incremental, change-based problem-
solving process in mind. The system lets the
user explicitly manage the scope of allow-
able change in specific decision contexts.

Unlike black-box, batch-oriented solvers
designed to automate planning and

scheduling, Comirem is an intelligent plan-
ning and scheduling form: an interactive
device oriented instead toward amplifying
user-driven decision making. Our current
research aims at extending Comirem in sev-
eral directions. One area of interest is in
enhancing Comirem’s planning capabilities.
On one hand, we’re interested in providing
direct interactive support for creating and
manipulating activities and activity networks.
On the other, we’re investigating extensions
that allow incorporation of explicit goal-
directed reasoning about the resource sup-
port plans required to enable various resource
assignments.5 A second general area of inter-
est is the design of user-directed strategies
for flexible-times scheduling.
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